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With travel provided by aviation chartering company Tailwind Air, gues ts  can take part in an exclus ive experience. Image credit: Mandarin Oriental

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Hospitality brand Mandarin Oriental is  looking to both sea and sky.

Guests at the brand's Boston and New York namesake hotels can now enjoy transportation via seaplane. With travel
provided by aviation chartering company Tailwind Air, the exclusive city-hopping experience is included in the new
"One Trip, Two Cities" offer, which consists of four nights split between the American cities and a 50-minute flight.

Four nights, one flight
Offered by Mandarin Oriental, Boston and Mandarin Oriental, New York, travelers can take to the sky from the
summer months to early autumn 2023 thanks to this aerial deal.

Including a total of four nights of hotel stays, two in each city, a nearly hour-long seaplane flight connects guests to
both hotels. Crowd-free and with no security lines, the private seaplane flight hubs are situated nearby the locations.
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A post shared by Mandarin Oriental, Boston (@mo_boston)

Accommodation in Boston's Premier City View Room, with a $200 dining credit for breakfast or dinner at Ramsay's
Kitchen, owned by celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay, is on the table for the Massachusetts half of the package.

In New York, the Central Park View Room boasts skyline views, while complimentary walking tours and urban biking
opportunities are also available. A dining credit of the same amount as in Boston is also available for this part of the
package, which can be used in-room or at the MO Lounge.

One Trip, Two Cities is bookable until Oct. 15, 2023, starting at $4,995.

The news comes soon after a major shift for the company. Effective Sept. 1, 2023, Mandarin Oriental will come
under new leadership, with Laurent Kleitman succeeding James Riley as CEO after seven years in the position (see
story).
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